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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a real semisimple Lie group, P a parabolic subgroup, V and W irreducible representa- 
tions of P, G xp V and G xp W the associated homogeneous vector bundles. The G-equivariant 
first order differential operators from the first to the second bundle are determined and described 
using methods of Lie theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to extend the results of [3] to the case of arbitrary 
parabolic subgroups. In [3], G was a semisimple Lie group, PO a minimal 
parabolic subgroup, G xp, V and G xpO W the homogeneous vector bundles 
associated to irreducible representations of PO on V and IV. The main result 
was a complete description of the G-equivariant first order differential opera- 
tors between the two bundles. In the present article a similar description is ob- 
tained for an arbitrary parabolic subgroup P of G. The main novelty is in our 
Theorem 3.1 where we use a representation theoretic result from [2] to give an 
essential simplification of part of the argument in [3]. It is this simplification 
that.makes it possible to include all parabolic subgroups. In the Appendix we 
give a short new proof of the result needed from [2]. (For a more general result 
see Theorem 2.1 of [5].) Also, in this paper, we prove everything for semisimple 
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groups of “inner type”, not only for connected G. With the present method of 
proof this does not involve any extra complications. 
Since the sections of the homogeneous vector bundles G xp V and 
G xp W are the representation spaces for principal series representations of G, 
G-equivariant operators are intertwining operators for the respective principal 
series representations. Our results may thus be seen as determining all first or- 
der interwining operators for such principal series representations. 
Results close to ours have also been proved by B. Orsted [4] and by S. Slovak 
and V. SouEek [6]. Our result is more general in so far as we prove the “multi- 
plicity one” statement (Theorem 3.1) in general, not only for the classical 
groups. Also our methods are Lie-theoretic throughout, and so are quite dif- 
ferent from the differential geometric methods of [4] and [6]. 
From [3] we will use only Section 1 and Proposition 2.3. Everything else, in- 
cluding the entire laborious Section 3, is superseded by the arguments we give 
in the present paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra, g = k + p the Cartan decomposition 
corresponding to an involution 6’. Then &(X, Y) = -B(X, 6Y), where B is 
the Killing form, is a positive definite bilinear form on g; the words “orthogo- 
nal” and “orthonormal” will always be understood with respect to BQ, 
Let a0 be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p; we then have the ao-roots X and 
the corresponding root spaces gx. We choose an ordering and set 
no = Cg”. 
A>0 
Let a be the subspace of a0 annihilated by some fixed subset of the simple ao- 
roots. We call a-roots the non-zero restrictions of the as-roots (even though 
they do not form a “root system” in the abstract sense) and denote the eigen- 
space corresponding to an a-root a by ncr We set 
n= c ncu 
a>0 
and write m for the orthogonal complement of a in the centralizer of a in g. 
We can still talk about simple (i.e. minimal positive) a-roots. Every a-root is 
an integral combination of simple ones with all coefficients having the same 
sign. If X is a simple as-root, its restriction to a is simple or zero; all simple 
a-roots are obtained in this way (cf. [7], pp.71-72). 
Suppose that G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g and is of inner type. In other 
words AdG is contained in M(gC). (Here and in the following we understand 
by Ad the adjoint action on the complexified Lie algebra gc.) We denote by 
Ao, NO, A, N the analytic subgroups corresponding to ao, no, a,n. We denote 
by K the subgroup of all k E G such that Adk is orthogonal, and by MO the 
centralizer of a0 in K; the corresponding Lie algebras are k and mo. We let M” 
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be the analytic subgroup corresponding to m; it is the identity component of 
the group M = MoM”. As is well known, MAN is a parabolic subgroup of G 
and every parabolic subgroup arises by this construction. The group MOAONCJ is 
a minimal parabolic subgroup. 
A fact about M that is crucial for us is the product representation, 
(1) M = ZIMo 
where 
(4 Zl = Ad-‘(Ad(G) n exp iad(a 
For connected groups this was proved by Satake (cf. [7], p 84 or [l], p 435); it 
can be shown to remain true for every G of inner type. 
We will also need the following Lie algebraic result. For the adjoint rep- 
resentation of g restricted to an a-root space n, or n:, we use the notation ad,. 
Proposition 2.1. Let Q: be an a-root and let H, E a such that a(H) = Bo(H; H,) 
for all H in a. Let {Xl,. . j &} be an orthonovmal basis of n,, and, for 
1 < i,j 5 n, let Eij E Hom(n,, n,) be de$ned by 
xj-xj, x,-+0 (k # i). 
Let {Z,, . . , Zm} be an orthonormal basis of m Then 
Proof. We have [Xi; OXi] E m + a. We identify m + a with its dual under Be, 
and we regard the two sides of the identity to be proved as elements of 
Hom(m + a, Hom(n,, n,)). Taking Z E m and H E a we see, using that m and 
a are orthogonal and that Be is invariant under 0 and Ad(G), that the left hand 
side carries Z to 
- c B(BZ, [Xl, Oxj])Q = c Bs(ad,(BZ)Xi, xJ)Ev = adol(OZ), 
i j i j 
and H (using OH = -H) to 
- c Bg(ad(H)Xi, q)Ev = -ad,(H) = -cx(H)I,~. 
ij 
The right hand side carries Z to 
c Bo(G -%&&(&) = 4(x &(Q, zk)zk) = ada 
k k 
and H, obviously, to -cI(H)I,~. This finishes the proof. 
3. A THEOREM ON MULTIPLICITIES 
We continue the definitions and notations of section 2. By a representation we 
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always mean a finite dimensional complex representation. For an a-root Q: we 
denote by Ad, the adjoint representation of G restricted to A4 and its action 
restricted to nz. 
Theorem 3.1. Q! is an a-root and (S, V) is an irreducible representation of M, then 
the tensor product Aa’, @ 6 decomposes into irreducible representations with mul- 
tiplicity one. 
Proof. Let h- be a maximal Abelian subalgebra of mo and let h = h- + a,-,. 
Then, writing h, = h n m, we have h = h,,, + a, and hC and hz are respective 
Cartan subalgebras of gc and mc, Any representation (p, W) of MO has 
weights X and corresponding weight spaces WA with respect to G, From (2) it 
is clear that Zi centralizes hz, hence every weight space (for the restriction to 
MO) of any representation of M is invariant under Zi. 
Let n be the maximal weight of 61 MO with respect to a linear order chosen to 
be compatible with the one on ao. If l@ is a Zi-invariant subspace of VA then 
S(M”) J@ is invariant under 6, and S(M”) ( V”) n VA = V” by the theorem of the 
highest weight. It follows that VA is irreducible under SI,,; for brevity we de- 
note this representation of Zr by a; Furthermore, SIMO is equivalent to k60 
where k = dimVA and 60 is the irreducible representation of MO with highest 
weight A. 
For any linear function b on hC. we define the character x@ of Z1 by x~(z) = 
e”@) if z E 21 and Ad(z) = exp iad( H E ao. We claim that for any weight X 
of SIMO, Sl,i acts on VA by a multiple of xx-n 8 g. 
To prove this we first note that the hz-roots of the reductive Lie algebra mc 
are exactly the restrictions of those hc-roots y of gc which vanish on a; the 
corresponding root spaces are just the root spaces g, of gc. We choose 1, # 0 
in each g,. Writing 71,. . . , yJ for the simple roots of mc, every element of VA 
can be obtained as a linear combination of elements 6, ( Y)w+ with w+ E VA and 
Y = X$1 . . . xj,, X=il--Cijrj. ForzEZiwehave 
S(z)&( Y)w+ = &(Ad(z)Y)S(z)w+ = &( Y)x~-~(z)c(z)w+ 
which shows that S,(Y) intertwines SI,I on VA with XX-A 18 c on VA, proving 
our claim. 
Now we consider s” = Ad, @ 6 acting on V = ncu @ V. Since the weight spaces 
of Ad,lMo in II: are the root spaces g, with 7Ja = Q, it follows that each weight 
space VA is of the form 
vx = @g, 63 VA-,. 
Since Ad(Z1) clearly acts on g, by the character x7, we see that 811r1 acts on VA 
again by a multiple of xx-~ @ c. 
Consider the representation, Ad, @I 6, of MO. Since the weight spaces g, of 
Ad, are all one-dimensional, Proposition 2.1 of [2], restated and reproved here 
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in the Appendix, immediately shows that the tensor product is the sum of in- 
equivalent representations Si of MO. It follows that 81M0 is equivalent to @kc&. 
Let pi c p be the subspace carrying the representaton k&. It is invariant 
under ii,,, and therefore under the whole of s” because for any z E Zt the rela- 
tion 
shows that 8(z) intertwines every subrepresentation of SIfl of type Si with an- 
other one of the same type. We now prove that each & is irreducible under 8 
This will prove the theorem since the representations on the different vj are 
inequivalent when restricted to MO. 
Let q be the space of highest weight vectors in pi. It is k-dimensional, and 
being a weight space in vi it is invariant under #lzl. It is also a subspace of pAi 
where Ai is the highest weight of &. Hence &jz, acts on it by a multiple of 
x11,-n @ o which is a k-dimensional irreducible representation of Zt. It follows 
that v: is irreducible under &,, and this implies that vi is irreducible under i. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
We continue with the setup of the previous sections. 
We note that if (p, V) is an irreducible representation of MAN, then, because 
of the semidirect product structure, S = plM is an irreducible representation of 
M, and for a E A we have p(a) = afilv for some linear function ,u on a (we write 
up = ep@‘ga)). In this situation we write p = (6, ,u). 
As for the Casimir operator of a representation S of M, we will always con- 
sider it with respect to the restriction to m of the Killing form B of g. If {Zk} is 
an orthonormal basis of m, the dual basis with respect to B is { -BZk}. In our 
computations we can use a basis such that each Zk is either in k or in p, so 
-dZk = EkZk with ek = 1 or -1. Then the CaSimir operator takes the form 
(3) c(6) = c E,&(zk)2. 
As seen in Section 2, if S is irreducible, its restriction to M” is a multiple of an 
irreducible representation, and it follows that 
(4) C(S) = c(S)I 
with a scalar c(6). 
In the next theorem we effectively determine all the equivariant first 
order differential operators from the sections of G xMA~ V to the sections of 
G XMAN W for irreducible representations (p, V), (a: W). We will use Propo- 
sition 1.1 of [3] which states that every 1’” order equivariant operator 
C”(G, V)MAN -Cm(G, W) (the superscript indicates the set of functions such 
thWkp) = pWIIfk) f or all g E G, p E A&NV) has a normal form 
with {Y,} a fixed basis of 6n and Lj E Hom( V, W). By Proposition 1.2 of [3] the 
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image of D is in C” (G, W)MAN , i.e. D gives an operator from sections to sec- 
tions if and only if regarded as an element of 
U(g) @U(m+a+n) fJom( v, W) 
it is invariant under the natural action of MAN. (Here U(1) for a Lie algebra 1 
denotes the universal enveloping algebra.) When convenient (as already in the 
statement of the theorem) we use the identification Hom( V, W) = V* @ W. 
Theorem 4.1. Let CE be a simple a-root, {q} an orthonormal basis of n-, (p, V) 
with p = (6, p) an irreducible representation of MAN, {ek} a basis of V, {ei} the 
dualbasis, andlet (St, Vt) b e an irreducible component in the representation Ad, 8 
6 of M. If ,tt satisfies the condition 
%4fL) = 44 + 4AdJ - c(b), 
then 
whereprt denotes the projection onto Vt, is a G-equivariant operator 
C”(G, V) MAN-Cw(G, QMAN. 
Moreover, every$rst order G-equivariant difSerentia1 operator 
D: C”(G, V)MAN-C”(G, W)MAN 
with irreducible actions of A on V and W is of the form U o U,,J with U an 
M-equivariant linear isomorphism Vt- W. 
Proof. We start with a G-invariant first order operator C”(G, V)MAN+ 
C”(G, W) given in normal form 
and proceed to find necessary and sufficient conditions for its invariance under 
MAN. This will prove both parts of the theorem. 
We assume as we may, that each q belongs to some ao-root space gPx. We 
denote the corresponding X by X(j) and the a-root cx = XI, by a(j). Using 
Hom( V, W) E V* @ W we write Lj = xk ei @&k WithAk E W. We define U : 
n @ V-W to be linear and such that 
We define the operator V : C” (G, V)MAN-CM(G, n $3 V) by 
sowehaveD= UO~+~kI@fOk. 
The action of a E A on D is, writing a”Iw for the action on W, 
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a. D = a-pa’ c a- 
ih k 
Collecting coefficients of Yk and I we put a . D - D in normal form and see that 
it is 0 for all a if and only if either (i) v = p and&k = 0 unlessj = 0, or (ii) u = 
p + 01 for some a-root a andfjk = 0 unless o(j) = a. Case (i) would give a D of 
order zero. So our D is A-invariant if and only if 
D= UoV, 
where 8, is similar to V but contains only a basis { Yj} of n-, and U is a linear 
map n, 18 I/--+ W. Since 0, is obviously M-invariant, D will be M-invariant if 
and only if U is an M-equivariant map. 
It remains to determine the conditions for the N-invariance of D. Since N is 
connected, N-invariance amounts to (0 Yi)D = 0 for all 8 Y, in the simple a-root 
spaces. We have 
(5) 
We claim that (5) can be 0 for all i only if 01 is simple. In fact, assume Q is not 
simple. Then all ao-roots X with A/, = o are nonsimple. We choose one of them 
such that 
D’ = c c rj ~2 ei @&k # 0. 
X(j)=X k 
Let K be a simple ao-root such that X - K is an ao-root, and let i be such that 
X(i) = n. We have 
(6) 
It follows from [3] Proposition 2.3 that the [OYi, yj] in this sum are linearly in- 
dependent. They are in n, so (6) is in normal form. Therefore (BYi)D’ # 0. 
Since (5) is the direct sum of (6) and of remaining terms, (dYi)D f 0, proving 
the claim. 
We continue with the case where CII is simple. Then [OY;, q] = 0 unless 
o!(i) = (Y, so the condition for the N-invariance of D simplifies to (QYi)D = 0 
for all i with a(i) = o. For such i we have [B Yj, rj] E m + a, so the normal form 
of (QYj)D is 
where tp* is the transpose of the infinitesimal representation p* of p. This will be 
0 for each i in question if and only if 
a(i)=aO’)=a k 
(we have put back U(0 yj 8 ek) forfik). This tensor product can be reinterpreted 
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as a linear transformation T : n, @ V+n, 18 V followed by U. Writing Eij for 
the linear map OYi-QYj, OYk--+O (k # i) of n, we have 
T = cEi, B &([eyi, I;]). 
i j 
Applying Proposition 2.1 with Xi = 0 Yi we obtain 
with any orthonormal basis {zk} of m. Choosing this basis as in equation (3) 
and using the simple identity 
(Ada @ &(zk)2 = (ah 8 IV + &, @ &)(zk)2 = 
d(Zk)2 ‘8 IV + Ina ‘8 6(zk)2 + 2ad,(Zk) @ &(zk) 
we obtain 
T = l/2(1,, @ C(S) + C(Ad,) @Iv - C(Ad, @ 6)) - ~(H,)I~,,~v. 
From Theorem 3.1 it follows that C(A& @ 6) = @C(&) a direct sum. Since, U 
is M-equivariant to the irreducible representation space W, U is 0 on all but 
one of the irreducible subspaces Vl. Finally, U o T is 0 if and only if T is 0 on 
VI. But, on Vl, T is a scalar operator 
which is 0 if and only if the condition of the theorem is satified. 
5. APPENDIX 
In the following we give a restatement and a simple proof of Proposition 2.1 of 
[2]. this result plays a key role in the proof of our Theorem 2.1. 
We are considering complex finite dimensional representations of a reductive 
Lie group or Lie algebra. We consider weight spaces with respect to a Cartan 
subalgebra with totally ordered dual. It is well known that any representation 
space W is the direct sum of weight spaces W,. 
Proposition 5.1. ([2]) For a reductive Lie algebra, let V be the space of an irre- 
ducible representation with highest weight A, and let W be any representation 
space. Let X be a dominant weight. Then W @ V contains the representation with 
highest weight X at most dim( WA-A) times. 
Proof. We write W = @ W,, V = @V, for the weight space decompositions. 
Let V’ be the subspace of all maximal weight vectors for weight X in W @ V. 
Then 
v’ c fBv WA-, c3 v,. 
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Let T be the projection V’+ WA-A 123 VA along this decomposition. Since 
dim( VA) = 1, it suffices to prove that T is injective. 
For this, let 0 # v E V’. We can then write 
v= c ‘WA-i/ c3 v, 
” 
with all terms non-zero and the set {w,,-V} linearly independent (we write C ’ to 
indicate that the zero terms are omitted from the sum). Let vo be the highest v 
(with respect to the total order) which actually occurs in C’. We will show 
~0 = A; this implies TV f 0 and so finishes the proof. Suppose that vo # A. 
Then there exists a simple root Q such that with the corresponding root vector 
X, we have X,v, f 0. But X,v, I X,v modulo the sum 
while X,v = 0, which is a contradiction. 
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